Beijing
All inclusive Beijing Package

699
/ person

$

Xi
‘an

699
/ person

$

All inclusive Xi’an Package

Single Supplement $300CAD

Single Supplement $300CAD

Day 13/15/16 · Shanghai-Beijing·························································Meals:X X X

Day13 / 15 / 16. Shanghai-Xi’an····················································Meals:X X X

After disembarkation, transfer to airport for your flight to Beijing, you
will be greeted by your tour guide and then transferred to hotel and the
rest of the day is at leisure.

After disembarkation, transfer to airport for your flight to Xi’an, you
will be greeted by your tour guide and then transferred to hotel and
the rest of the day is at leisure.

Hotel: 5-star Jen Upper East Beijing by Shangri-la/similar

Day 14 · Beijing······························································································Meals:B L D
After breakfast, visit 【Tiananmen Square】-the biggest city central
square in the world, the area of the square is about 44 hectares and it
can accommodate 1 million people. Then explore the incredible 【Forbidden City】 with its best-preserved imperial palace complex. After
that visit 【Chinese Herbal Institute】 to learn about traditional Chinese
medicine and enjoy a rejuvenating foot massage which has existed for
thousands of years.
Explore Hutong, the old town of Beijing, on man-powered pedicab to
experience how natives live in their traditional lifestyle. Step in one of
the local 【Siheyuan courtyard house】 to learn how to make Chinese
dumplings and enjoy a real typical home-made lunch. Walk around the
【Lotus Market】
Hotel: 5 –star Grand Metropark Hotel Beijing/similar

Day 15 · Beijing·······························································································Meals:B L D
After breakfast, explore the【Juyongguan Great Wall】, one of the
‘Seven Wonders of the World’. The Great Wall of China is one of the
seven greatest man-made wonders of the world and is definitely the
focal point of China. You will hike along the Great Wall On the way there,
visit Jade Store first . In Chinese, jade is pronounced as ‘Yu’, and it
has a history in China of at least four thousand years. Evening enjoy the
performance【Golden Mask Dynasty Show】
Hotel: 5 –star Grand Metropark Hotel Beijing/similar

Day 16 · Beijing Departure········································································Meals:B X X
After Breakfast transfer to airport for your flight back home
with a stopover in Shanghai.

Hotel:5-star Golden Flower Hotel by Shangri-la Xi’an/similar

Day 14. Xi’an···························································································Meals:B L X
You will start the day by walking on【Ancient City Wall】which is believed to be the only complete city wall from Ming Dynasty across the
country.【Terra Cotta Replica Workshop】is an ideal place for you to
learn the making process of this unparalleled soldier statue. Lunch is
special local noodles with noodle-making demonstration. Afternoon
visit【Terra Cotta Warriors and Horses Museum】which is so called
the eighth wonder of the world and it is one of the most important
archaeological discoveries all of tea from local tea farms. Walk around
the【Muslim Night Market】.
Hotel:5-star Golden Flower Hotel by Shangri-la Xi’an/similar

Day15. Xi’an-Shanghai······································································Meals:B L X
After breakfast, check out from hotel. Then appreciate 【Small Wild
Goose Pagoda】 in a peaceful city park. 【Xian Museum】 is on our
agenda, said to be one of the best museums with a huge collections
of antiques.
Late afternoon transfer to airport, take the domestic flight to Beijing/
Shanghai, you will be greeted by your tour guide and then transferred to hotel.
Hotel: 5-star Renaissance Shanghai/similar

Day 16. Shanghai Departure······························································Meals:B X X
After Breakfast transfer to airport for your flight back home.

